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T HERE are few things more com-
mon in the equine industry then 
new products and services. Every 
now and then there is something 

that has the potential to really make a 
difference.

The introduction in Ireland and Britain 
of UTC, the newest and most advanced 
diagnostic tool for tendon assessment, is 
very exciting and will be able to change 
tendon injury management completely.

Henk Offereins, DVM, MVSc is proud 
to be the first in Ireland to be offering 
UTC diagnostics bringing this revolution-
ary new way to view the equine tendon 
close to owners and trainers.

UTC stands for Ultrasound Tissue 
Characterisation. Put in simple terms, 
the machine scans the tendon, stores 
hundreds of images of the tendon and 
the computer then turns this into a 3D 
and coloured image.

The big difference with a normal 
ultrasound is that the machine actu-
ally recognises different types of tissue 
within the tendon. 

Henk explains: “a conventional ultra-
sound system basically works as a depth 
sounder. The scanner will recognise 
tissue with different density, but not the 
actual tissue itself. 

“Scar tissue or minor tissue damage 
in the tendon can simply look exactly the 
same as healthy tendon tissue and this 
is often the reason for (repeat) break-
down while the scan shows everything to 
be 100%.”

In terms of initial diagnosis at the on-
set of injury the UTC provides incredibly 
detailed information about the exact type 
and extent of tissue damage.

It will also determine the overall 
quality of the tendon. It makes sense 
to spend money and time to recover a 
healthy tendon with a fresh injury, but if 
the tendon shows to be of poor quality it 
might be wiser not to try to repair. 

The fact that the UTC is fully portable 
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means it can often provide this informa-
tion in the shortest possible timescale. 

It is also a lot cheaper than an MRI 
examination, for instance.

Henk notes: “Where I believe the 
system is truly unique is in terms of 
monitoring a horse’s recovery from 
tendon injury. The characterisation of dif-
ferent tissue types in a UTC scan means 
that I can pinpoint exactly how a horse is 
healing, and can grade the repair taking 
place.

“What this means for an owner is 
that we can see exactly how the horse is 
progressing and adjust the rehabilitation 
programme accordingly.

“The bottom line is that use of the UTC 
can help to return a horse to soundness 
sooner and with the best possible level 
of tendon healing. I believe that UTC can 

play a significant role in increasing the 
number of broken down horses returning 
to a full and healthy working life, whether 
that be in racing, equine sports, or the 
leisure industry.”

TESTIMONIALS ABOUT UTC AND HENK 
OFFEREINS

“Only last week we had one of our 
showjumpers, who is bound for Dublin, 
come in with slight swelling in a front 
leg. We headed straight to Henk, who 
was able to pinpoint the area and type 
of injury exactly with the UTC scanner, 
and provide our horse with immediate 
treatment.” - John Buttimer, breeder and 
producer of show jumpers, Co. Cork

“Having Henk and the UTC visit the 

horses at the yard regularly means they 
get a proper diagnosis and treatment 
quickly and return to work and racing as 
soon as possible” - Willie Flanagan, trainer, 
Meadowbranch stud, Co Dublin

“Jumping takes its toll on horses and we 
use the UTC, along with Henk’s veteri-
nary expertise, to monitor the horses 
through the season.” - Neal Fearon, show 
jumper, Co Kildare

“It’s incredible that Dr Offereins can 
travel so far with the UTC scanner, 
and we find his treatment and advice 
throughout the year means our horses 
are sounder and return from injury bet-
ter than ever before.” - Barry Taylor, Team 
Nissan Showjumping, South Africa

Henk Offereins DVM, MVSc, was born 
and reared in one of the Netherlands’ 
leading equine hospitals. He has always 
been immersed in equine medicine.

Graduating from Utrecht University in 
2000, Henk quickly became a partner in 
a Dutch equine practice. 

Moving to Ireland in 2005, Henk set 
up Kenmare Veterinary Centre in Co 
Kerry with his wife Joanna.

Henk has always maintained an inter-
national clientele and has built built up a 
huge amount of experience in diagnosis 
and treatment of equine tendon injuries. 

Henk believes modern sports medi-
cine has much to offer to the equine 
athlete when it comes to tendon and 
ligament repair.

To contact Henk or one of his team you 
can:
Tel: 064 6642695
Tel: 087 7710360
Web: equinetendon.com
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